POS & Promotion

Case Study

Client Testimonial
The competition will act as a great incentive for consumers to explore Liberon as a
quality brand for exterior timber maintenance and garden improvement. Running
throughout summer, this will provide retailers with a unique opportunity to maximise
on sales across our exterior products throughout the key outdoor living season and
Brookes & Co has supplied a host of promotional support to ensure the competition is
maximised.
DOMINIC MCINERNEY, MARKETING MANAGER, LIBERON

Background

Brief

Liberon, the UK’s leading woodcare brand, set an objective

Liberon called on Brookes & Co to develop a media relations and

to launch its first major big-ticket prize competition, offering

social media campaign with the aim of promoting its competition

participating consumers the opportunity to win a home and

initiative to its target audience. This included a requirement to

garden makeover worth £100,000.

create a key visual which was to be used as the base creative to

The competition ran throughout the summer, and customers
were eligible to enter with purchases of qualifying products from
Liberon’s exterior woodcare collection, including the Garden
ColourCare range of decorative garden paints and woodstains.

produce POS and digital assets for the promotion.

Output
From coming up with the campaign headline, Win with Liberon,
to securing coverage in major consumer publications, Brookes
oversaw the entire media relations campaign, drafting copy
for press releases and advertorials and liaising with the media.
Brookes produced an eye-catching key visual which was rolled
out to be used as the base creative for POS, packaging, and print,
web and social media adverts. Brookes also developed a social
media campaign that combined engaging organic content with
well-placed paid for advertising to reach out to a wider audience.
With our support, Liberon achieved a reach of 54,276 through PR
ANTICLOCKWISE: PRESS ADVERT,
A5 LEAFLET, PRESS RELEASE, SOCIAL
MEDIA ADVERTS AND WEB BANNERS

media relations and a reach of 1,153,500 through advertising. The
social media campaign achieved a total reach of 254,263 across
Facebook and Twitter and 4547 engagements.
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